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Figure 1:Act2Auth embeds authentication in the way in which users interact at a desk setup. Users ofAct2Auth can authenticate

by touching objects or the desk itself in a secret order similar to a password. To evaluate our concept, we built a prototype that

applies capacitive sensing to daily life objects and conducted an exploratory user study (𝑁 = 8).

ABSTRACT

Authentication (e.g., entering a password) is frequently perceived as

an annoying obstacle when interacting with computational devices,

but still essential to protect sensitive data from unauthorized access.

We presentAct2Auth, a novel concept for embedding authentication

into users’ established routines by sensing tangible interactions

at desks. With Act2Auth, users can authenticate by performing

(secret) routines, such as putting a cup on their desk, rearranging

their keyboard, and touching their mouse. The Act2Auth concept is

informed by (1) an object analysis of 107 desk photos fromReddit, (2)

an online survey (𝑁 = 65) investigating users’ strategies for creating
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touch-based authentication secrets, and (3) a technical exploration

of capacitive touch-sensing at desks. We then (4) implemented a

prototype and evaluated the usability as well as the memorability of

Act2Auth compared to textual passwords (𝑁 = 8). With Act2Auth,
we provide fundamental work on how to embed authentication

tasks into our daily tangible interactions.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and

tools; • Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, many tasks performed on a desk entail using a computational

device (e.g., a PC, notebook, or tablet). Such tasks include work-

related activities, but also leisure activities like gaming, online

shopping, or social media.

Many of those tasks require access to or the use of sensitive data,

such as customer data, personal accounts (e.g., e-mail, banking, or

social media accounts), or private files. This data is oftentimes pro-

tected by an authentication mechanism. As a result, users cannot

directly proceed to their primary task but first need to authenticate,

for example, by entering a text-based password or scanning their

fingerprint. This creates a challenge: authentication is usually a sec-

ondary task [57], creating an inconvenient barrier to the intended

use. While authentication is necessary to protect sensitive data

from unauthorized access, users frequently perceive it as annoying

and interrupting, especially since it is required multiple times a

day [2, 21] (e.g., for accessing different accounts). Moreover, the

ever-increasing number of required passwords exceeds users’ mem-

orability, leading to passwords being reused or noted down [2]. At

the same time, related work on embedded interactions proposes

leveraging the way in which users interact with everyday objects

as a means for user input [44, 61, 63]. This enables interactions with

the digital world in a way that seamlessly blends with users’ es-

tablished routines and physical environments. Various approaches

to enable sensing of tangible interactions with everyday objects

exist. For example, capacitive sensing [47, 48], near-field commu-

nication [18], or acoustic sensing [44] can be leveraged for this

purpose. Moreover, an ever-increasing number of smart objects

can detect when they are being touched (e.g., touch-sensitive light

switches, lamps, headphones).

In this paper, we explore the potential of such embedded in-

teractions for user authentication. More specifically, we propose

Act2Auth, a concept leveraging embedded tangible interactions for

authentication at desks, to increase usability and reduce memory

burden. Users of Act2Auth authenticate by the (secret) order in

which they interact with objects on their desks. For instance, an

authentication secret could consist of grasping their desk to pull

their chair up, opening their laptop, and placing their keyboard in

front of them. This allows for authentication to blend with the way

in which users naturally interact with a desk setup. Additionally,

our approach can potentially reduce memorability issues common

for authentication mechanisms, as motor and visual memory can be

leveraged. By focusing on users’ desks which is where they often

authenticate to, for example, unlock their PCs, we also provide

a meaningful context for Act2Auth. We expect that this further

supports memorability by supporting mnemonics [52, 64].

To inform Act2Auth, we investigated the challenges of using tan-
gible interactions with daily life objects at desks for authentication.

First, we investigated people’s typical desk setups and how they

might create touch-based authentication secrets in such an envi-

ronment. Next, we technically explored capacitive touch-sensing at

a desk. The insights from these explorations informed the Act2Auth
concept. Act2Auth senses tangible interactions with stationary (e.g.,

a desktop PC or plant pot) and dynamic (i.e., movable like a cup

or the mouse) daily life objects at desks in a privacy-preserving

and unobtrusive manner. Act2Auth enables secret-based authen-

tication (i.e., users perform a secret input pattern) which can be

embedded into users’ established routines. We then implemented a

prototype, allowing us to explore Act2Auth in a user study (𝑁 = 8)

and compare it to text-based passwords. In this study, we evaluated

the usability of creating and inputting Act2Auth secrets as well as

their memorability. Participants rated Act2Auth to be very usable

and created secrets that they considered secure. They integrated

secrets into their interaction routine (e.g., ending at the mouse),

created stories around them, and tried to leverage motor memory.

Our work provides an important step-stone for embedding novel

tangible authentication mechanisms with users’ established rou-

tines and environments to increase both, usability and security.

We envision our concept to be applied in the future to additional

objects in a variety of environments.

Contribution Statement. Our contribution is two-fold: 1) We

present the Act2Auth concept, leveraging tangible interaction at

desks for authentication. We extensively studied the application

environment, secret creation, and technical feasibility to inform

the concept. 2) We present a real-world prototype and use it in a

lab study to assess usability and memorability while creating and

inputting secrets using Act2Auth.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK

We draw from several strands of related work. After providing a

brief introduction to authentication, we look into how tangible

interaction can be leveraged for authentication in various ways.

For our implementation, we illustrate how everyday objects can be

enhanced for tangible interactions.

2.1 Introduction to Authentication

Authentication mechanisms can be classified into knowledge-based,

token-based, and biometric schemes [43].

Many users are familiar with knowledge-based mechanisms such

as textual passwords, PINs, or graphical patterns. One important

measure to assess the security of any knowledge-based authentica-

tion mechanism is the size of its password space, i.e. the set of all
distinct authentication secrets that can be created for the respective

mechanism. For instance, consider a 4-digit PIN: the number of all

possible combinations is 10.000. The larger the password space of a

mechanism, the more difficult it is for an attacker to guess a secret.
However, as users are confronted with an increasing number of

such secrets (e.g., for various accounts), their memory reaches its

limits. To address this, prior work proposed mechanisms leveraging

motor memory [13, 38, 40, 50, 59, 66]. Moreover, secrets are prone

to being observed by attackers while being entered.

Tokens do not pose any requirements to cognition, but need to

be carried by users for authentication (e.g., smart cards for doors)

and, hence, can be forgotten, lost or stolen.

Biometric schemes leverage users’ unique characteristics for au-

thentication. Popular examples are fingerprint scans or face recog-

nition on modern smartphones. While these mechanisms are fast

and easy to use, they cannot (easily) be changed and may not work

well under certain conditions (e.g., face recognition in darkness,

wet fingerprints [6]). Generally, the aforementioned mechanisms
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are used for so-called explicit authentication, i.e., users are required
to consciously perform the authentication task.

A different approach is to embed authentication with other tasks

and/or users’ environments, namely implicit authentication [35].

Examples include but are not limited to, authentication based on

users’ unique typing behavior [30–32], mouse movements [25, 30],

gait [22], or eye movements [36]. As such, authentication runs in

the background and is performed during users’ actual interaction.

However, the functionality of implicit authentication systems is

difficult to understand for users, in particular when authentication

fails. Hence, related work observed trust and usability issues [8, 27].

In our work, we propose a new scheme that we deliberately de-

signed as a knowledge-based mechanism: users remember a series

of embedded interactions and perform an explicit authentication

task. At the same time, the mechanism could additionally consider

biometric features for authentication, such as the time between

interacting with two objects, or the exact way of grabbing a certain

object, thus providing a second layer of security.

2.2 Leveraging Tangible Interaction for

Authentication

Authentication mechanisms based on tangible user input can im-

prove thememorability of authentication secrets since they leverage

motor memory [13, 38, 40, 59]. Hence, related work proposes novel

tangible user interfaces, as well as interaction with everyday objects

or fully embedded approaches for authentication.

2.2.1 Tangible User Interfaces for Authentication. Related work

suggested several novel, dedicated tangible user interfaces for au-

thentication. 3D-Auth consists of 3D-printed objects that users

manipulate (e.g., rotate) in a secret manner and place them on a

touchscreen [38]. Other approaches are based on manipulating a

Rubiks cube [4, 40]. Users of Bend Passwords can authenticate by

bending a flexible sheet in a secret manner [37]. However, similar

to traditional authentication tokens (e.g., keys or smartcards), such

dedicated tangibles can be lost, forgotten, or stolen.

2.2.2 Authentication Through Interaction with Objects and Environ-
ments. Related work also suggested augmenting everyday objects

(e.g., door handles) with sensing capabilities to assess usage patterns

for authentication [10, 15, 19, 20, 65]. Similarly, sensor-enhanced

wristbands or smart watches can be used to authenticate users

when touching or moving specific objects [34, 65, 67]. Furthermore,

related work presents authentication mechanisms for virtual en-

vironments where a secret can consist of multiple objects in a 3D

environment that a user can interact with [3, 16, 29].

Related work also proposes authentication mechanisms to be

fully embedded into other tasks or into users’ physical environ-

ments. Krašovec et al. [30] leverage users’ behavior in a room while

interacting with a desktop PC and conducting everyday tasks for

authentication. They measure how their participants use a mouse

and keyboard, as well as the used resources of the PC. Moreover,

they capture the user’s movement patterns inside the room.

Other researchers suggested attaching inertial sensors to mov-

able everyday objects (e.g., cabinet doors, drawers, or remote con-

trols), basing authentication on unique movement patterns [20, 65].

Further examples include mechanisms that measure users’

unique interaction patterns with computational devices, such as

their typing behaviour [5, 31, 68], mouse [26, 45], touch [1, 23],

gait [41, 42] or eye-movement patterns [28, 51, 69].

2.3 Enhancing Everyday Objects to Sense

Tangible Interaction

Enhancing everyday objects with sensing capabilities (e.g., by pro-

totyping novel sensing approaches [10, 17, 44] or retrofitting com-

mercial on-object sensors like the MetaSensor
1
or the SmartThings

Multipurpose Sensor
2
) offers opportunities for novel interactive

applications [10, 17, 20, 46, 65]. Prior work used capacitive sens-

ing [17], inertial measurements [19, 20, 65], acoustic sensing [44],

NFC [18] or multi-sensor-approaches [10, 46] to measure tangible

interactions with everyday objects. Looking at tangible interactions

specific to desk/table environments, related work presented table-

top interfaces to be used in conjunction with everyday objects like

paper, domino bricks, figurines, or model cars [33, 54, 60]. Such in-

terfaces usually track the position of the objects on the table or desk

and the user’s tangible interactions with them using optical-based

tracking [12, 24], capacitive sensing [49, 55, 56], or NFC [54].

2.4 Summary & Distinction of Act2Auth
Related work leverages tangible interactions with multiple physical
everyday objects for implicit authentication (e.g., [65], [20] or [30]).

Such mechanisms allow embedding authentication in users’ natural

tangible interactions with their environment, instead of having to

perform complex or unnatural gestures with single objects (e.g.,

shaking [14]). However, purely implicit mechanisms suffer from a

lack of trust and usability [8, 27].

With Act2Auth, we instead embed knowledge-based authenti-

cation into routine tangible interactions with everyday objects

at desks. Thus, users are in control of the authentication process

since they can explicitly choose the timing of the authentication

and the authentication secret. With Act2Auth, we leverage the ad-
vantages of both, traditional explicit and implicit authentication.

Inspired by implicit authentication mechanisms, our system sup-

ports non-intrusive or calm [58] authentication and reduces users’

effort required for authentication by embedding authentication

into routines and environments. In contrast, with other explicit au-

thentication mechanisms, users are required to perform a specific

additional authentication interaction (e.g., entering a password or

scanning a fingerprint), usually on a designated device.

Moreover, Act2Auth provides a customizable password space,

which is composed of all objects situated on the user’s desk. With

our system, we specifically embed authentication in a meaning-

ful environment for authentication, which is desks. As such, the

Act2Auth authentication procedure cannot only be used for un-

locking the main device (e.g., laptop or PC) but also for accessing

particular functionality such as e-mail or other software. Act2Auth
supports memorability of authentication secrets by leveraging mo-

tor memory and mnemonics [50, 66], since involved objects may

already carry a certain metaphor.

1
https://metasensor.com/, last accessed July 31, 2023

2
https://www.samsung.com/de/smartthings/sensor/smartthings-multipurpose-

sensor-gp-u999sjvlaea/, last accessed July 19, 2023
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Understanding the 
Environment

107 desk pictures from Reddit

Exploring Password Creation
online study (N = 65) on user 

perception and password creations

Technical Exploration
implementation and testing of a 

minimal prototype

Act2Auth
| Embedded Touch-Sensing In A Desk Setup | Explicit vs. Implicit Authentication |

| Stationary & Dynamic Objects |  

Hands-On Evaluation: Lab Study
Implementation of a prototype & 

Evaluation of usability, password choice and memorability through a lab study (N = 8)

Initial Idea: Leveraging Touch-Interactions at a Desk  for Authentication

Figure 2: We derived Act2Auth based on a three-step exploration of the application environment (i.e., the user’s desks), secret

creation, and a technical exploration. Based on our concept, we developed a prototype that we used for a final evaluation.

3 RESEARCH APPROACH

In this work, we leverage touch interactions at desks for embedded

authentication (cf. Figure 2). In particular, we first explored the

application environment in detail, along with a first technical im-

plementation. To this end, we (1) analyzed desk pictures (𝑁 = 107)

that users posted in the online forum Reddit; (2) built an online

study, using a photo of a desk setup, to investigate how users would

perceive such a mechanism and create authentication secrets; and

(3) implemented an initial prototype in a desk environment and in-

formally tested technical feasibility. Next, we derived the Act2Auth
concept, based on our findings of these initial explorations. We then

built a prototype, which allowed us to conduct an initial user study,

comparing Act2Auth secrets with text-based passwords. The aim

of this study was to evaluate the usability, memorability, and secret

choice of both authentication mechanisms.

4 UNDERSTANDING DESK SETUPS,

POTENTIAL AUTHENTICATION SECRETS,

AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

4.1 Understanding Desk Setups

As a first step, we analyzed desk pictures that users posted on the

online forum Reddit. In particular, we collected 𝑁 = 107 pictures

posted on the subreddits r/workspaces3 and r/desksetup4 until Janu-
ary 8, 2021. The descriptions of both subreddits indicate that these

forums are specifically intended to be used to “share [users’] desk

setups”. We used these pictures to identify objects that are common

on peoples’ desks. We found that more than 20% of the pictures

showed a mouse, a keyboard, a display, a laptop or tablet, head-

phones, decorative objects, speakers, plants, lamps, or a desktop

PC. Appendix A provides details on how many pictures showed

each of these objects. These findings inform the desk setup used

for our subsequently conducted online and lab studies.

3
https://www.reddit.com/r/workspace/, last accessed in August 2023

4
https://www.reddit.com/r/desksetup/, last accessed in August 2023

In particular, we learned that stationary (e.g., displays, lamps,

or desktop PCs) and dynamic objects (e.g., mouse or headphones)

should be considered for Act2Auth. Note that it is possible that the
analyzed photos showed specifically prepared setups rather than

real desk setups. Thus, we corroborated our findings by also inquir-

ing about participants’ desks in our online survey (cf. Section 4.2.6).

4.2 Secret Creation: An Online Survey

Next, to explore how people would create authentication secrets

using Act2Auth, we conducted an online survey (𝑁=65).

4.2.1 Apparatus. For the online survey, we took a picture of a

desk with objects based on Section 4.1: laptop, external monitor,

keyboard, mouse, headphones, speakers, lamp, office utensils, and

decoration. We additionally added a coffee cup as a dynamic, mov-

able object (see Figure 3). We used this photo as the basis for a

click-prototype (i.e., participants could compose Act2Auth secrets

by clicking on certain positions in the photo).

4.2.2 Survey Structure &Questions. The online survey consisted

of five parts
5
: 1) We explained our research and the data collection,

and gathered participants’ consent; 2) We gave more details on the

concept and participants tried our click-prototype; 3) Participants

created three Act2Auth secrets (one they considered to be weak, one
medium, and one strong in randomized order) and we asked them

about their choice; 4) We asked about participants’ demographics,

including their desk; 5) We put final questions on our concept and

comparison to conventional mechanisms.

4.2.3 Participants. We recruited 70 participants through university

mailing lists and social networks (cf. Table 1 for demographics). We

excluded 5 participants due to missing click data. Of the remaining

65 participants, 40 were female, and 24 were male. Most participants

were right-handed, students and spend up to 12 hours at their desks

at work as well as up to 8 hours at their desks at home. Some

participants used desks exclusively (i.e., either at work or at home).

5
We provide details, including the full list of questions, in Appendix B.

https://www.reddit.com/r/workspace/
https://www.reddit.com/r/desksetup/
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Table 1: Online Survey: Participant demographics, employ-

ment status, and desk time.

Demographics

A
ge Mean 26.91

SD 8.84

G
en
de
r male 24

female 40

prefer

not to

say

1

H
an

d Right 57

Left 8

Employment Status

student 40

employed full

time

19

employed

part-time

3

other 2

retired 1

Desk Hours

A
tW

or
k

Mean 5.55

SD 2.79

Min 0

Max 12

A
tH

om
e

Mean 2.51

SD 1.92

Min 0

Max 8

4.2.4 Ethical Considerations. Low-risk studies like this online sur-

vey are exempt from formal approval by an IRB at our institution

and local regulations. Nevertheless, we implemented the online

survey based on best practices provided by our institutional ethics

board and local data protection regulations. In particular, partic-

ipants were first informed about the study, the applied data col-

lection, and their corresponding rights. We then asked them to

consent to the participation and data collection, prior to collecting

any data. Data was stored anonymously on university servers.

4.2.5 Limitations. Our survey has some limitations. We tested a

spatial concept on a 2D photo. This may have made it more difficult

for participants to define and enter a secret. Hence, we do not report

any interaction times but focus on chosen objects. Further, our

sample is biased toward young students (mean age: 27). However,

all participants stated to spend at least some time at a desk (cf.

Table 1) and thus represent our target group.

4.2.6 Results. Our analysis consists of 1) characteristics of secrets
(length, objects) and 2) a thematic analysis [7] of participants’ an-

swers to open-ended questions. We refer to participants with IDs

as assigned by our survey tool.

Desk Setups. We asked participants to describe their own desk

by selecting which of our provided objects are on their desk (they

could mention more) and which they would use for Act2Auth (cf.

Table 2 for an overview). Participants mentioned having stationary
objects as well as personal, potentially changing items on their

desks. P558 reported not having a desk. P485 and P577 reported on

dynamic desk setups (e.g., using a portable device at various tables;

a dynamic office environment with changing desks).

Chosen Secrets. Participants set a weak, medium, and strong

Act2Auth secret each (195 in total). They considered their secrets

usable and increasingly secure (cf. Table 3). In particular, they chose

secrets of increasing length for weak (Mean=2.62, SD=1.54), medium

(Mean=4.52, SD=1.80), and strong (Mean=7.26, SD=4.05).

Objects. We predefined areas in the photo showing concrete

objects. Clicks to other areas were counted as background (cf. Fig-

ure 3)). Most clicked were the keyboard (292), background (mostly

the table, 178), lamp (174), and monitor (162).

Considerations. Participants motivated their secret choice by

multiple factors, mainly related to the position and characteristics of
objects. For the position, participants mentioned proximity to their

dominant hand, objects in reach and/or in view, actively mixing

Table 2: Online Survey (𝑁 = 65): Objects that participants

have on their (most used) desks as well as objects they would

involve for Act2Auth. Items in the lower part were no prede-

fined answers but were given by the participants.

Device/Object x of 65 % Use for Act2Auth %

laptop/tablet 46 71% 18 28%

mouse 43 66% 14 22%

display 40 62% 16 25%

keyboard 39 60% 21 32%

lamp 35 54% 12 18%

decoration 34 52% 8 12%

headphones 29 45% 0 0%

speaker 14 22% 3 5%

plant 13 20% 3 5%

office supplies 49 75% 12 18%

beverage 11 17% 2 3%

books 8 12% 5 8%

telephone 6 9% 4 6%

background 

cup decoration 

external monitor 

headphones 

keyboard 

lamp 

laptop 

mouse 

pen 

plant speaker l 
speaker r 

stapler 

Figure 3: Distribution of clicked-on objects in our online

survey. Larger bubbles indicate that the respective object was

selected more often. Clicks outside object boundaries were

assigned to ‘background’

close and far objects in one secret, or involving the whole desk.

Objects’ characteristics included stationary vs dynamic objects and
the possibility to have multiple touchpoints per object (e.g., from
multiple sides). Some participants also considered memorability for

their choice (e.g., choosing simple secret combinations or involving

their usual desk routine). P591 described a story involving the

objects to ease memorability.

Properties. Participants mentioned usability properties such as:

easy to remember, fast input, objects in reach, and choosing pat-
terns. From a security perspective, participants mentioned increased
length, multiple touchpoints per object, using specific touchpoints
(rather than the object as a whole), and spreading their secret over

the desk (e.g., involving the whole desk and/or including far away

objects). Others included unusual objects to avoid guessing or made

an effort to be subtle in their input to reduce the odds that their

secret could be observed. P591 even took measures to assess secu-

rity: “zxcvbn6 tells me an offline brute force attack with 10k guesses
a second will take 3 years.”

6
password strength estimation, https://github.com/dropbox/zxcvbn, last accessed in

August 2023

https://github.com/dropbox/zxcvbn
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Table 3: Online Survey: Assessment of usability and potential

threats for Act2Auth on a 5-point Likert scale (5=strongly

agree). The table shows median values as well as the number

of “I can’t tell”-answers in brackets.

Usability Items weak medium strong

Entering the secret was fast. 5 4 3

Entering the secret was easy. 5 4 3

The entered secret is secure. 1 (2) 3 (2) 4 (1)

I can easily remember the secret. 5 4 3

The following person can enter my secret correctly. weak medium strong

Somebody who observed my input. 5 (1) 5 (1) 4 (1)

Somebody who knows me well and guesses the se-

cret.

4 2 (1) 2

A stranger who guesses the secret. 4 (3) 2 (1) 1

Table 4: Online Survey: Comparison of Act2Auth to con-

ventional mechanisms on a 5-point Likert scale (5=strongly

agree). The table shows median values as well as the number

of “I can’t tell”-answers in brackets.

pin pattern password fingerprint face TAN

I would use

Act2Auth rather

than:

2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (1) 1 (2) 2 (1) 2 (4)

Potential Threats. We asked participants to assess potential

threats (i.e., the risk of Act2Auth secrets being guessed/observed).

Overall, participants considered the weak secret more likely to be

guessed or observed (cf. Table 3 for details).

Comparison & Concerns. Participants often preferred mecha-

nisms they were used to (cf. Table 4). Some mentioned explicit

concerns, e.g. desk settings that are dynamic (e.g., “I’d be worried
what would happen if my colleague borrowed my pen”, P571). Others
raised privacy concerns about a camera that might be included in

the implementation of Act2Auth to recognize input (P577, P606).

P608 was concerned regarding entropy, stating that the entropy

for textual passwords is higher. P598 mentioned that traces of use

visible in the dust on their desk might support attackers.

4.3 Technical Exploration

Next, we built an initial prototype to explore and understand the

opportunities and challenges of integrating touch-sensing capabili-

ties in desk environments. For this purpose, we used a Raspberry

Pi 4 Model B
7
and Adafruit’s MPR121

8
capacitive touch shield2 as

shown in Figure 4a. TheMPR121 provides 12 pins for self-capacitive

touch detection. We then created a typical desk setup including the

same 11 objects included in the online survey (cf. Figure 4b). All

objects were augmented with a conductive surface by sticking alu-

minum foil to them. Each foil was wired to the MPR121 capacitive

touch sensor shield (cf. Figure 4c). The sensor was also connected

to the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi logged and visualized users’

touch interactions (timestamps) with the augmented objects.

7
https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-4-model-b, last accessed July 31,

2023

8
https://www.sparkfun.com/datasheets/Components/MPR121.pdf, last accessed July

31, 2023

4.4 Lessons Learnt

From both, the online survey and technical exploration, we derived

further requirements for Act2Auth. In particular, we found that

participants were reluctant towards cameras at their desks (P577

and P606). Hence, less privacy intrusive sensing technologies such

as capacitive sensing would be more appropriate. However, addi-

tional cables on the desk (as in Figure 4) could interfere with users’

interaction routines. Furthermore, Act2Auth should incorporate

sensing capabilities to distinguish touches on the desk itself as a

considerable number of clicks in the online survey was placed on

the “background” of our photo (i.e., mostly the desk). Moreover, as

we found varying desk setups and participants in the online survey

chose objects of several types, Act2Auth should be easy to personal-

ize to include both, objects that are stationary on a desk and objects

that are movable and/or personal for individual users. Lastly, the

prototype should not feel like yet another device being added to

the desk but rather be tightly integrated into the environment.

5 THE ACT2AUTH CONCEPT

The idea behind Act2Auth is to leverage touch-interactions with
daily life objects at desks for seamless, embedded authentication.

We detail the concept in the following.

5.1 Embedded Touch-Sensing At Desks

Act2Auth uses embedded touch-sensing based on capacitive sensing.

We deliberately do not use cameras to detect interactions, to protect

users’ privacy. Instead, Act2Auth senses touch on objects and on the

desk itself. It is also unobtrusively integrated into the desk setup

instead of relying on additional objects or tokens. Thus, it does not

interfere with the positioning of other objects or routines.

5.2 Interaction with Static vs. Dynamic Objects

Act2Auth allows for authentication by touching stationary and

dynamic objects at desks. As such, an Act2Auth secret can comprise

touching or moving objects that are permanently present on the

desk, or interact with objects that only come into play temporarily.

This has implications for both, the usability and security of the

authentication procedure. Thinking about memorizing an Act2Auth
secret, movable or dynamic objects might pose a challenge and be

harder to remember if currently at a different position. Considering

a potential attacker who might try to guess an Act2Auth secret,

movable objects might make it more difficult as users put them in

locations where attackers do not expect them.

5.3 Embedding Authentication into Interaction

Routines at Desks

Act2Auth allows users to authenticate by touching an arbitrary

sequence of objects. Also moving objects can be part of a secret.

Furthermore, multiple touches per object or even “knock patterns”

on a single object could be used. In addition, the overall length of

the Act2Auth secret can be varied to increase the security of the

secret and hinder illegitimate entities from guessing it. While an

increasing number of knowledge-based secrets (e.g., for different

accounts or functionalities) might exceed users’ memory limit, we

believe that Act2Auth can leverage motor memory [50] or foster

https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-4-model-b
https://www.sparkfun.com/datasheets/Components/MPR121.pdf
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(a) The controlling circuits of the initial

prototype, including one Raspberry Pi 4

and one MPR121 capacitive touch shield.

(b) Desk setup of the initial prototype, in-

cluding objects that can be typically found

on a desk.

(c) The MPR121 shield can be connected via

wires to up to 12 conductive surfaces and sub-

sequently sense touches on those.

Figure 4: Technical Exploration: These photos illustrate the initial prototype that we used for a first exploration of how to

embed touch sensing capabilities in a desk setup.

the use of mnemonics [66]. Another strength of Act2Auth is that au-
thentication can blend with users’ interaction routines at desks, and

that objects being part of the secret may carry a certain metaphor

by default. This allows to integrate the authentication procedure

seamlessly with the way in which users interact at their desks.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

6.1 Implementation of the Prototype

To allow for a hands-on user evaluation of Act2Auth, we build a

desk pad prototype. The prototype consists of an active control

unit in the form of a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with four MPR121

capacitive sensor shields and a desk pad that includes 40 copper

electrodes on its surface (cf. Figure 1). This enables self-capacitive

sensing directly on the electrodes or on other conductive surfaces

that are in contact with an electrode. To enable touch sensing

on other objects we developed reusable connectors. Those can be

connected to an electrode to create a wired bridge to any object and

are attached with copper tape. The connectors, thus, enable touch

sensing on almost any object and solid surface. For further details

on the implementation, please refer to our previously published

late-breaking work [11]. In summary, our prototype allows for

self-capacitive touch sensing on 1) the pad itself (cf. Figure 6), 2)

conductive movable or stationary objects that are in contact, and 3)

objects or surfaces wired to the prototype with reusable connectors.

6.2 Evaluating Act2Auth: A Lab Study

In a lab study, we compared Act2Auth secret with text passwords.

We chose text passwords as a baseline since they are among the

most widely used considering a PC/laptop at a desk. The main goal

of this study was to understand users’ strategies for creating and

memorizing secrets.

6.2.1 Apparatus. We set the Act2Auth prototype up in an office at

our institute (this office was solely used for that purpose). We con-

nected headphones, a desk lamp, speakers, decorations, a monitor, a

plant, office supplies, a laptop, a mouse, a keyboard, decoration, and

a coffee cup to our prototype as potential touch input. Additional

touchpoints on the desk pad itself were also available (cf. Figure 6).

6.2.2 Study Design. We investigated password creation strategies,
secret input (unobserved and observed) as well as memorability (cf.

Figure 5 for an overview). We introduced aecret strength as a

within-subjects variable with two levels (semi-secure, very secure).

For every level of strength, participants created two secret types:

one text password (baseline) and one Act2Auth secret. We chose

generic descriptions for the secret strength level
9
, as data sensitivity

is highly subjective. We counterbalanced secret strength and

secret type according to a Latin Square [62]. We asked participants

in each condition to create a secret that they would use and be able

to memorize. The chosen secret needed to be entered twice under

varying input conditions (in counterbalanced order): once while

being alone in the office (i.e., unobserved) and once while somebody

else was present and might observe their input10. Finally, to measure

short-term memorability, we asked participants to enter all created

secrets again at the end of the session.

6.2.3 Recruitment & Procedure. We recruited 8 participants

through university mailing lists and social networks. Participants

were reimbursed with e5. Each study session took 30 minutes

and was audio and video recorded. The detailed procedure was as

follows
11
:

(1) We introduced participants to our concept and gathered their

consent. They then tried out interacting with our prototype.

(2) Participants created a secret and confirmed it (similar to a

usual set and approve process). We added a short question-

naire and asked for strategies.

(3) Participants then entered the secret twice (observed and

unobserved) and answered Likert items for each. We again

asked about their strategies
12
.

(4) We finalized the study with demographic questions and a

semi-structured interview on the concept.

(5) Participants had to enter all their secrets again in the order

of creation to capture short-term memorability.

(6) Participants were reimbursed and could ask questions or

provide feedback.

6.2.4 Ethical Considerations. With our study, we followed any rec-

ommendations given by our institutions’ ethics boards. In particular,

we made sure to gather participants’ informed consent by providing

them with information on the study procedure and goal, the data

9
Full descriptions are available in Appendix C.

10
Note that we did not specify any explicit actions the observer might take.

11
We provide details, including the full list of questions, in Appendix C.

12
Steps 2-3) were repeated in counterbalanced order for each secret type and secret

strength (cf. Figure 5).
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not aware about
potential observation

attack
(indivdiual office)

counterbalanced

semi secure

very secure

Creation

Input observed

Input unobserved

Creation

Input observed

Input unobserved

text password

Act2Auth secret

text password

Act2Auth secret

Figure 5: Act2Auth Lab Study Design: We conducted a within-subjects study with Secret Strength (semi-secure, very secure),

Secret Type (Act2Auth secret, text password) and Input (observed, unobserved) as independent variables. We counterbalanced

the input within type, and type within strength, respectively.

Table 5: Length of secrets and Levenshtein distance (i.e. num-

ber of alterations) between chosen and memorized secrets.

Levenshtein secret length

distance mean min max

Act2Auth secret semi 0.571 7.125 3 17

Act2Auth secret very 2.286 11.250 5 39

text password semi 0.000 10.125 5 15

text password very 1.875 16.250 8 30

collection, processing, and storage, as well as on their rights of

withdrawal and further legal rights.

The collected data were anonymized and stored on university

servers. Audio recordings were only stored until being transcribed

and videos were deleted after analyzing participants’ interactions

and behavior. For the text password condition, we explicitly told

them to not use any passwords they use in real life and analyzed

metadata only (e.g., length).

6.2.5 Participants. Participants (N=8) were aged 22 to 65 years

(Mean=28.5) and all identified as male. Most of them were students

(6), one full-time employee, and one retired. One participant was left-

handed, and all others were right-handed. All participants stated to

spend at least 1 hour per day at a desk, in particular, 1 to 9 hours

(Mean=4.71) at work and/or 2 to 7 hours (Mean=3.86) privately.

We also asked participants to select objects that they had on their

desks. Most of them had a mouse, keyboard, and monitor (7 each);

many also had a lamp (6), headphones (5), a laptop/tablet (4), or

decoration (4); few had speakers (3) and a plant (1) on their desk.

Participants additionally mentioned a printer and books (2 each).

6.2.6 Limitations. Study participants were not exposed to their

own desks but to our controlled setup. Hence, the setup was not

individualized with personal objects. This might have limited par-

ticipants’ experience. However, it helped us to gather first insights

as to whether participants would generally accept such a concept.

6.3 Results

We present results from the questionnaires, analyzing the secrets

themselves, and qualitative insights from the semi-structured in-

terviews. Due to the exploratory nature of our study, we focus on

descriptive and qualitative insights.

6.3.1 Secrets. We now describe how participants chose their au-

thentication secrets.

Length. Participants chose longer secrets for very secure as com-

pared to semi-secure secrets for both secret types (cf. Table 5

for descriptors of secret lengths). Act2Auth secrets consisted

of 3 to 39 object touches and covered a wider range of lengths

than text passwords (5 to 30 characters).

Objects. Participants often included actual objects in their secrets

rather than touchpoints on the pad itself (cf. Figure 6). The

right speaker was chosen most often (15), followed by the

laptop (12) and decoration (10). However, three participants

exclusively used touchpoints on the pad, e.g. by swiping over

the lower row of touchpoints (P7) or using touchpoints close

to the dominant (left) hand in the corner of the pad (P8).

Considerations. For the Act2Auth secret, most participants focused

on memorability (P2, P4-7). P2 explicitly stated to have used

a narrative for usual desk activities for the very secure, and a

private anecdote for the semi-secureAct2Auth secret to foster
memorability. P7 and P8 chose objects in visual patterns to be

able to memorize them. For the very secure Act2Auth secret,

P1 avoided points that could be hit accidentally. P2 used

geometrical shapes and easy-to-remember objects (e.g., P2

used the plant in both secrets). For the semi-secure Act2Auth
secret, P5 and P7 focused on input speed.

Memorability. Participants mainly agreed that they can easily mem-

orize both secret types (on a 5-point Likert, cf. Figure 7a).

However, we found that text passwords were reported as eas-

ier to remember than Act2Auth secrets. We also calculated

Levenshtein distances
13

between the defined and memo-

rized secret (cf. Table 5). Results show that participants were

mostly able to correctly remember their semi-secure secrets

(no errors for text passwords, 0.57 errors for Act2Auth se-

crets). Performance was worse for the very secure secrets

with 2.28 errors made in the Act2Auth secret condition and

1.88 errors for the text password.

6.3.2 Security & Potential Threats. Participants assessed their se-

crets as rather secure (cf. Figure 7b). They also considered their

stronger secrets to be more secure for both, Act2Auth secrets and

13
The Levenshtein distance describes the number of differences between two strings.

See https://devopedia.org/levenshtein-distance for more details, last accessed Decem-

ber 14, 2023.

https://devopedia.org/levenshtein-distance
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Figure 6: Distribution of selected objects in the lab study.

Larger areas indicate that the respective object was selected

by more participants. Non-labeled points correspond to ca-

pacitive touchpoints on the desk pad.

text passwords. Participants rather disagreed that their secrets could

be guessed by acquaintances or strangers (cf. Figures 7c and 7d).

Participants found Act2Auth secrets hard to observe and mem-

orize ad-hoc by a potential attacker (P1, P3, P6) as input might

be subtle and not recognizable as secret (assuming the attacker

does not know the mechanism). Act2Auth secrets might also be

hard to guess as no “standard passwords” exist (yet) (P2). However,

participants were concerned about the limited number of touch-

points resulting in a limited password space (P3 and P8). P2 and

P8 mentioned that hints on typical inputs might exist and “sweet

spots” in the password space might evolve (i.e., some objects might

be chosen way more often than others). P8 explicitly expressed

concerns about guessing by known people, as being left-handed

influenced their choice of touchpoints.

To increase the security of their Act2Auth secrets, participants

avoided choosing objects in an obvious pattern (P1 and P2), cre-

ated longer (P3, P4, P8) or more complex input sequences (P7), or

added additional inputs apart from their usual desk routine (P6).

For text passwords, participants applied common strategies [53]

such as adding special characters to increase security (P2, P5, P6)

or replacing letters with numbers (P4, P7). Participants also aimed

to prevent guessing by choosing complex passwords (P2, P5, P7).

To mitigate observation attacks, participants reported having

tried to “hide” the input within their normal desk behavior (P2,

P3, P6) or with their body (P7, P8). P5 and P8 reported they would

make sure that no potential observer is present in the first place

and/or send the person away. Overall, unobserved secret entry was

perceived easier (Median=4, cf. Figure 8a) compared to the observed

condition (Median=3, cf. Figure 8b).

Many participants found it hard to cover their input while using

our prototype (P1, P5, P7, P8) as they, e.g. chose far away objects

(P1). P8 even suggested a blanket to cover the setup. To mitigate

observation attacks for the text passwords, participants likewise

covered their input (P2-4, P6-8), but also entered their secrets as

fast as possible to make observations more difficult (P1, P5).

6.3.3 Comparison & Concerns. We were especially interested in

how Act2Auth would perform compared to a conventional input

mechanism such as text on a keyboard. Entering both types of

secrets, text and Act2Auth secrets was mostly considered fast and

easy (on 5-point Likert scales, cf. Figure 8).

Participants mentioned that Act2Auth was new, hence unusual

to them (P1, P2, P7, P8), and that this limited their capacity to

freely create “creative” secrets. Moreover, the theoretical password

space of Act2Auth was considered smaller and input was harder

to hide for participants compared to keyboard input. However,

participants liked the idea and prototype in general (P1, P2, P5).

They appreciated that spatial features and personal objects might

enhance memorability, which might become more apparent when

using Act2Auth at their individual desk.

7 DISCUSSION & FUTURE RESEARCH

DIRECTIONS

7.1 Act2Auth Secret Composition

Act2Auth allows for authentication based on tangible interactions

with different types of physical objects (cf. Section 5). To evaluate

how users would actually create such Act2Auth secrets and their

underlying considerations, we explicitly asked participants in our

studies to create them “from scratch”. We found that they consid-

ered spatial relations and specific objects. They also leveraged the

customizability of Act2Auth and focused on memorable secrets.

7.1.1 Leveraging Spatial Relations. WithAct2Auth, we can leverage
users’ physical desk setup as a spatial context for authentication.

Hence, contrary to most established knowledge-based authentica-

tion mechanisms, Act2Auth provides a meaningful spatial context

to authentication and supports spatially distributed inputs. As such,

users can compose secrets of near as well as far-away objects, which

are easier or more complex to reach. They can also end their se-

cret at an object that is near their next planned interaction, such

as their mouse. Another option is to use spatial “patterns” within

the desk setup (P7 and P8 in our lab study), similar to patterns on

keyboards or PIN pads for conventional passwords. This can lever-

age users’ motor memory and, thus, further increase the usability

of the overall authentication procedure. Hence, our results indi-

cate that providing a meaningful spatial context for knowledge-based
authentication can improve usability, as well as memorability.

7.1.2 Object Characteristics. Participants in both, the online sur-

vey and lab study, involved objects of different types in their secrets.

In particular, this not only included static objects on the desk (such

as a speaker, decoration item, or plant pot) but also objects that

potentially move. For instance, headphones, office supplies, or the

mouse can be part of the Act2Auth secret. Note that the latter cat-

egory of objects might move within the physical desk space, but

also beyond as objects are taken to somewhere else (e.g., head-

phones). As such, the password space can dynamically change and,
thus, hinder attackers from guessing the secret.

7.1.3 Customizability. Act2Auth secrets are customizable in dif-

ferent ways. Act2Auth can be used at people’s desk setups that

include their personal objects. Moreover, users can choose which

objects on the desk to use for authentication. Users can also decide

to which extent they want to integrate Act2Auth secrets into exist-

ing routines, or whether they would rather create new routines for

authentication. The participants of our lab study took advantage
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Figure 7: Perceived secret memorability and security on 5-point Likert scales.
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Figure 8: Usability assessment of secret input on 5-point Likert items.

of the customizability supported by Act2Auth by selecting a large

variety of different objects for authentication. They also appreci-

ated the possibility of integrating Act2Auth into their personal desk

setups and considered integrating authentication into their usual

desk routines. Therefore, we see the high level of customizability
supported by Act2Auth as important for the adoption of embedded
tangible authentication.

7.1.4 Memorability. A common problem with knowledge-based

authentication (such as PINs, passwords) is that users need tomem-
orize a secret, which becomes challenging with the number of logins

rising (e.g., for various devices or accounts) [2, 21]. At the same

time, particularly secure secrets are typically long and complex

(e.g., no dictionary words, special characters), and thus even harder

to remember. With Act2Auth, we hope to foster memorability by

the use of individual objects for the authentication secret.

In our study, participants reported they found text passwords

still easier to remember. However, we did not analyze the actual

text they chose as passwords, but only metadata such as length. As

such, we cannot make assumptions about, e.g., dictionary words

being (part of) these passwords, which would obviously be easy to

remember, but critical from a security perspective. Overall, partici-

pants considered secrets they chose to be more secure to also be

harder to memorize, which is in line with conventional text pass-

words. It will be interesting to see if there exists a break even, where
the memorability of Act2Auth secrets outperforms the memorability
of (too simple) text-based secrets.

At the same time, participants indeed had different strategies

to enhance memorability, e.g. creating stories or making use of

metaphors. This might be further elaborated by using Act2Auth
at personal desks with known objects. Using Act2Auth over time,

existing routines can be leveraged, and motor memory can help to
remember the secret.

7.2 Embedded Authentication with Act2Auth
As discussed in Section 5, authentication with Act2Auth can be

embedded into users’ routines and environments. Participants in

both, the online survey and lab study, leveraged this possibility

and suggested involving their usual desk routines, personal stories,

or metaphors. They further appreciated the option to use their

personal objects for an Act2Auth secret. This increases or even

dynamically changes the password space per individual user. In

comparison, users cannot customize, for example, the password

space for traditional text passwords as they must consist of letters,

numbers, and special characters.

Our participants particularly liked these features of Act2Auth:
a) embedding authentication in a way that could be perceived less

as a barrier and more as a natural part of our daily lives and b)

the possibility to customize authentication secrets in a way that is

unique for each user. Hence, we see a promising trend that moti-

vates future research on embedded authentication specifically in

desk setups, but also in other environments. For example, further re-

search should be carried out to allow users to experience Act2Auth
at their personal desks, to allow for fully embedding authentication
in personal routines.

7.3 Applicability of Act2Auth
We consider Act2Auth particularly useful for the “main” authenti-

cation necessary at desks: unlocking the PC or laptop. This is often

part of a longer routine that may include, e.g., approaching the desk,

putting other items down, sitting down in the chair, and touching or

moving items on the desk. This allows embedding Act2Auth-based
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authentication into this routine and entering the authentication

secret even before the user specifically interacts with the PC.

Other scenarios include access to a certain functionality or soft-

ware such as, e.g., an e-mail client. However, such authentication

actions are usually much more frequent. As participants did not

rate the usability of Act2Auth as explicitly better compared to text

passwords, we expect similar annoyance or fatigue effects to arise

when users are required to enter Act2Auth secrets too frequently.

Also, a high number of varying Act2Auth secrets might still exceed

users’ memory, albeit using metaphors or similar techniques. One

established solution to reducing these effects is using password

managers. We believe that password managers also represent a

suitable option in the context of Act2Auth (i.e., by implementing

password managers that can emulate Act2Auth secrets). Future re-

search could identify more application scenarios that are especially
suitable for Act2Auth-based authentication.

7.4 Protecting Tangible Multi-Object Secrets

An authentication secret should be kept with the legitimate user,

and input not be overseen by others. Accordingly, users often show

protective behavior with regard to knowledge-based authentication

(e.g., covering a pin entry with their hand). SinceAct2Auth leverages
tangible interactions with multiple physical objects for authentica-

tion, we observed protective behavior specific to this input modality.

Participants in our lab study were exposed to an observation sce-

nario, i.e., somebody observing their input. To mitigate observation
of the Act2Auth secret, common strategies of participants were to

hide input with their body; to add additional interactions not being

part of the secret; or to enter their secret subtly. Moreover, partic-

ipants in both the online survey and the lab study were worried

that strangers and well-known persons could guess their secret. To
counteract this, participants involved “unusual” (i.e., hard to guess)

or “far away” objects in their secrets, chose unusual touchpoints

within objects, added duplicates, or increased length.

Our insights on these behaviors can assist future researchers

in developing multi-object tangible authentication mechanisms

that by design eliminate the need for specific behaviors or support

users in performing them. For example, we envision such future
mechanisms to allow for subtle input (e.g., invisible touchpoints or
sensors) and additional input that is recognized by the system as not
being part of the authentication secret.

7.5 Future Implementations of Act2Auth
In this work, we focused on tangible interactions at desks, to lever-

age these for authentication. However, we believe that this con-

cept can, in the future, be used in other scenarios as well. Think

about, e.g., tangible interactions in the home context such as at

the door [10, 19, 39] or in the kitchen [20]. Outside the home, we

further envision other (semi-)private environments, which require

authentication, such as non-desk-based workplaces or cars to be

suitable for mechanisms similar to Act2Auth.
Moreover, we envision future implementations of Act2Auth to

allow for more fine-grained touch sensing, reduce the number of

wires used for sensing, as well as leverage multiple sensor types for

e.g., inertial measurements [19, 20, 65]. This would allow for mea-

suring and distinguishing a larger variety of tangible interactions,

such as moving objects, shaking, or tilting them [46].

Furthermore, analyzing users’ behavior while interacting with

objects (e.g., applied pressure or time between two objects) could

serve as additional input metrics. Combining knowledge with be-

havioral features has been previously proposed for smartphone

unlock patterns (e.g., [9]).

8 CONCLUSION

We propose Act2Auth, a novel concept for embedding authenti-

cation in tangible interactions with daily life objects at desks. We

informedAct2Auth through findings regarding people’s typical desk
setups, an online survey on how people would create touch-based

authentication secrets (𝑁 = 65), and a technical exploration of

touch sensing in this environment. Next, we evaluated our concept

in a lab study (𝑁 = 8) using a real-world prototype. We found

that participants overall liked aspects of Act2Auth and were able

to choose authentication secrets they considered usable as well

as secure. Our work serves as a fundament for future research on

embedding authentication into users’ routines and environments.
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B EXPLORING ACT2AUTH : AN ONLINE

SURVEY

B.1 Survey Structure & Questions

The online survey consisted of six parts.

(1) Intro & Consent. We first explained the research project and

data collection process. Only after participants gave consent,

they could continue with the survey.

(2) Act2Auth Trial. Next, we explained the concept in more de-

tail. Participants could try defining secrets as long and as

often as they wished to get familiar with both, concept and

implementation.

(3) Secret Creation & Strategy. We then asked participants to

create a total of three authentication secrets in randomized

order – one they considered to be weak, one medium, and

one strong. After they had defined each secret, we asked

participants in detail about their choice, including their con-

siderations and perception of usability and security:

• Please describe the process of choosing your weak pass-

word as detailed as possible. What were your considera-

tions with regards to security and usability (e.g., I preferred

objects closer to my dominant hand; I did (not) consider

where to exactly touch the object; ...)?

• Please list the properties that make your chosen password

secure. Think about password policies as known from

textual passwords (e.g., minimum length, usage of special

characters, etc).

• Please list the properties that make your chosen password

usable.

• Why did you choose this password?

• For which application would you use this password (e.g.,

online shopping, online banking, social media, ...)?

• The following person can enter my password correctly.

[5-point Likert scales]

– Somebody who observed my input.

– Somebody who knows me well and guesses the pass-

word.

– A stranger who guesses the password.

• Please rate the following statements. Please consider the

real concept for this question (i.e., touching physical ob-

jects on your desk). [5-point Likert scales]

– Entering the password was fast.

– Entering the password was easy.

– The entered password is secure.

– I can easily remember the password.

(4) Demographics. Afterwards we asked participants to provide

their demographics, dominant hand, hours spent at a desk

(work and/or home) per day, objects on the (most used) desk,

and objects they would consider for Act2Auth.
(5) Final Questions. Finally, we asked participants whether they

would use the concept in the future (5-point Likert scale),

and to compare Act2Auth against PINs, patterns, passwords,

fingerprint, or face recognition (5-point Likert scale). We

provided a free text field to capture further comments:

• Please describe your strategy to remember the passwords.

Did you use any memory aids to remember the passwords

(e.g., writing it down, taking a picture with your smart-

phone, making a screenshot)? [open text field]

• I would use this mechanism at my desk. Please consider

the real concept for this question (i.e., touching physical

objects on your desk). [5-point Likert scale, “I can’t tell.”]

• Please consider the real concept for this question (i.e.,

touching physical objects on your desk). If given the op-

tion, I would use this mechanism rather than: PINs | Lock

Patterns | Passwords | Fingerprint | Face Unlock | a TAN

[5-point Likert scale, “I can’t tell.”]

• Did you use an external mouse for completing this survey?

[yes, no, other]

• Further comments [open text field]

C USABILITY EXPLORATION: ACT2AUTH
PROTOTYPE AT A DESK

C.1 Study Design

We chose the following descriptions for authentication secret

strength level:

a) semi secure: a password for an application that has access to

data that participants do not consider sensitive

b) very secure: a password for an application that has access to

data that participants do consider highly sensitive

C.2 Procedure

(1) Intro & Consent.We introduced participants to our general

concept. They signed a consent form and then had the op-

portunity to try out the prototype by setting and repeating

a test password.

(2) Secret Creation. They then created two secret types for each
secret strength (semi secure, very secure), one textual and

one using Act2Auth (henceforth called Act2Auth secret), in

counterbalanced order (cf. Section 6.2.2). To create a secret,

participants had to enter it twice (i.e., similar to a usual set

and approve process). After creating a secret, participants

assessed thememorability and security of their created secret

on 5-point Likert scales (cf. Appendix C.3) andwe asked them

about their secret and strategies.

(3) Secret Input. Participants then entered the secret twice

(observed and unobserved). After every input, participants

answered 5-point Likert scales on ease and speed of input

(cf. Appendix C.4). After both inputs (i.e., observed and un-

observed), we additionally asked them about their strategy

to mitigate a potential observation attack.

(4) Demographics & Final Questions. After participants finished
both Secret Strengths, we complemented the session with

demographic questions and a semi-structured interview on

the concept and potential use cases.

(5) Short-Term Memorability. Lastly, participants had to enter all

their secrets again in order of creation to capture short-term

memorability performance.

(6) End & Reimbursement.We gave participants the opportunity

for questions and/or feedback and reimbursed them.
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C.3 Secret

For every secret type (text password, Act2Auth secret):

• The entered password is secure. [5-point Likert scale]

• I can easily memorize the password. [5-point Likert scale]

• For which application would you use this password? [Multi-

ple choice]

• The following person can enter my password correctly. [5-

point Likert scales]

– Somebody who knows me well and guesses the password.

– A stranger who guesses the password.

After creation, we additionally asked:

• What did you choose as a password?

• Please describe the process of choosing your strong password

as detailed as possible. What were your considerations with

regard to security and usability (e.g., I preferred objects closer

to my dominant hand; I did (not) consider where to exactly

touch the object; ...)?

C.4 Input Questionnaire

For every secret type (text password, Act2Auth secret) and every

input (observed, unobserved):

• Entering the password was fast. [5-point Likert scale]

• Entering the password was easy. [5-point Likert scale]

After both inputs, we additionally asked:

• How did you handle the fact that somebody might have

observed your input?

C.5 Final Interview Questions

• How was your experience with our prototype?

• How did you generally like the usability of our concept?

• How did you generally like the security of our concept?

• Can you think of other use cases for our concept (i.e., apart

from authentication/login)?
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